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Prophets
I can remember
when I was a child
how much it amazed me
each time someone older would look to the sky
and announce
“It will rain’’.
And I thought how wonderful
it would be to be possesed
of this marvelous gift—
this ability to forsee the
whims of God.

All of this passed through my mind one morning
when I looked out of my window
to see if it would rain.
Bill Mattix
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The Lock
The old lamp etched a faint circle of comfort around his over-stuffed chair.
Alone and secure he basked in the faint warmth. Inside, the room itself
crouched totally silent except for his quiet breathing; were it not for the
television in the next apartment, the entire building would have seemed to be
silently expectant. His mind blank, a peaceful sleep began crawling up his
face like a mountaineer along a not too challenging cliff-side.
Outside, the cruel city streets stretched cold and dark. A biting wind
crackled in the air and whipped the barren limbs of old trees which silently
lined snowcovered parks. Mangy dogs fought over scraps of garbage, their
ribs jutting out of thin membrane.
A sudden loud knock on the door jarred Noel into instant awakeness. Had
the knock been real or imagined? Another rap, then urgent pounding!
Reluctantly Noel rose and stumbling with sleep, crossed to the door, opening
it slowly.
She rushed in without a word, slamming the door and fumbling to secure
the bolt before she turned, wide-eyed, to her unknowing, unwilling host.
“What’s up?” Wide awake now, he was puzzled by her strange behavior.
“I’d be polite, but I don’t have time.” Her voice was shaking, “He’s after
me.”
“Who is?”
“Does it matter?”
“Well, you’d think I had a right to know; after all, this is my apartment.”
“I’m sorry.” Her voice softened, “I’m just scared, that’s all. Forgive me.”
“Sure. Now who’s he?”
“My boyfriend. Sounds dumb, huh, like a bad movie.”
“Why would he be after you?” Noel motioned her to a chair.
She sat tautly, then answered, “He thinks there’s someone else.”
“Well, that’s a good reason to be mad but why should he be after you?”
“He gets over-emotional. I had to find someplace to go for awhile ’til he
cools off a little.” She looked at Noel, “You don’t mind, do you?”
“No. I wasn’t doin’ anything.” Noel smiled, “How long will it take for him
to cool off?”
“Hard to tell.” she shrugged.
“Maybe I should put on some coffee, then, or would you like something
stronger?”
“Coffee’s fine.” The girl smiled in return, “What’s your name?”
“Noel, how about you?” He had gone into the kitchen.
“Karen.” she spoke rather loudly, rising from her chair, “This is a pretty
nice place. How come it’s different from the others?”
“What?” He came into the main room once more.
“This apartment,” Karen repeated. It’s different from the others.”
“Yeah, I did it myself. I kinda like it like this.”
“How long have you lived here?”
“About a year. How about you?”
‘ ‘I live over on Maple; my boyfriend lives here. I guess I could have got a
taxi and gone home when he got violent, but I was so scared I never
thought.”
“He must really be some guy.” Noel shook his head.
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The door squeaked, betraying another presence in the room, “Yeah, I sure
am.”
Noel whirled around toward the door, his eyes widening with terror at the
sight of the man with the rifle.
“How’d you get in?” Karen’s voice shook, her heart jumping.
“None of the locks work in the building.” Noel tired to be casual. “They
never have.”
“So this is him, huh?” The boyfriend’s eyes glittered with hate as he
stared at Noel.
“No, you’ve got it all wrong. I just met him, he has nothing to do with it.”
Her mouth went to cotton, an urgent twang in her voice.
“Girl, you’re worse than I thought. You just met him? Damn! Haven’t I
been good to you? Guess I’ll just have to teach you both a lesson.” He cocked
his gun, slamming a bullet into the chamber.
“No, Rick, please don’t — Rick, let me explain--” She was pleading for Jhe
life of an almost complete stranger, yet the words wouldn’t come fast enough.
The rifle fired loudly, Karen screamed in terror as Noel plummeted to the
floor, spattering into a puddle of his own blood. Karen’s hysterical sobbing
accompanied Noel’s last breath. She looked up as Rick advanced toward her,
her fear growing stronger rather than subsiding.
“No Rick, please—” Her cries gradually decreased in volume as she was
dragged from the room.
For one moment the old lamp etched a faint circle of terror around the dead
man. Then sirens drowned out the television in the next apartment and awoke
the entire building to tragedy.
Mary Bowen
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The Secret of the Clocks
Some people find it hard to think
That they have even slept a wink.
They rub their eyes in utter dispair
Wondering if the clock has errored.

So, foolishly they lie and wait
Until my hands have thence hit eight.
When in a hurry they ready for work
As the hands of my face do quietly lurk.
Round and round and round I go,
Where I stop only I will know.

At work they sigh and wonder why
The time refuses to go by.
They watch and check their every clock
But all their hands have seemed to stop.

“How time drags on,’’ I hear them remark,
“The hands of the clock seem to have parked.”
They work and work yet never see
A time on my hands they can safely believe.
Round and round and round I go,
Where I stop only I will know.
They spend their nights in rumination,
Upon time, my hands, and operation.
They, who were my founding fathers,
Are puzzled by me, a mechanical device.
They hate me for the time I steal
And curse me for the time revealed.
How magically my hands do turn,
So secretly that man can’t learn.

Round and round and round I go,
Where I stop only I will know.
Eileen Sverdrup
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The Jacket
Splash! Splash! Two steps and an icy shiver ran over my entire body. Even
though the water’s temperature never changes throughout the day, it
nonetheless feels the most refreshing at this time in the morning. It would be
half an hour or more before the sun would clear the crown of cottonwoods and
slice into the rapid brook.
I had left the cabin some three miles behind and to the west, and though
the air was crisp, I wore only a thin jacket that I had borrowed from the Navy.
I neglected to return it out of courtesy to some young recruit who would
probably want a new one; besides, I wore it with the same pride one wore a
scar from a saber duel in another time.
Splash! Another step. The water was just as cold as before only a bit
deeper. I then remembered there were two good cigars in my jacket pocket;
they were refugees from half a box of perfectly good Thompson Juniors that
the float pilot had carelessly dunked while unloading my gear. I would try to
save these.
Splash! I took a step back toward shore and flung the jacket onto a safer,
drier place, and then wandered back across the current-smoothed cobbles. I
must have been alone because the only sound I could hear was the brook
rushing and the slapping of my boots at every step. Occasionally a kicked rock
would thunk its downstream neighbor. Instinctively I checked over my
shoulder for the jacket. It lay still on its spot. Suddenly it seemed to belong
there as if it had lain there for a thousand years. Each sand grain was its
intimate neighbor. If I were really alone and if the jacket- had lain there for
that long, surely it would stay undisturbed for another fifteen or twenty
minutes. Only the cigars were recent.
So I turned away. Splash! I went a little deeper. The water was cresting my
boot tops and soon I would need to return, but that was a distant step from
now. More rocks slid downstream as I thrashed about as quietly as I could,
trying first to introduce myself to each stone before it would slip away. These
rocks, I could feel, had been creeping slowly downstream without my help for
at least as long as my jacket seemed to have known its age-old spot. Only the
cigars and myself were new.
Splash! The temperature of the water remained the same, but the air
warmed as a fringe of sun light was cheating along the tree tops. Small trout,
several fingerlings, and a reckless crawdad came to meet me or maybe it was
just a show of force. I crept away, as quiety as one can in a racing stream.
The sun had just laced the jacket giving it and its periphery a sharp warm
glow. It was truely morning now and I glanced down to see the fish.
Crunch! Hearing a sound from the bank, I whipped my head around to see
where it had come from. But I was stunned by a flash as the sun chose that
instant to strike the stream, and I stumbled forward without feet. My left
knee creased a large stone and crashed onto many smaller ones. My right leg
bent and was swept around by the current whirling me back first into the
water. I was shocked by the surprise and terrified by the quick chill of the
indifferent water. “My God,” I cried, “My jacket, my cigars!” They were
surely safe, but...
Then I became aware; the natural silence had been shattered and was left
lingering in an artificial pose. I stood up against the rush of current
embarrassed and uncertain. Water was rinsing my eyes and dripping off
7.

clenched hands, and all I could see was the sun glancing hard and quick off
the brook’s skin.
Crunch! There it was again! In the comer of my eye, I noticed a hand reach
for the jacket collar. It seemed as huge as a bear. My throat bulged, my
tongue slapped against my teeth, and in an angry voice I complained, “You
can’t move that coat, it’s lain there forev....
But he yanked it up and the cigars tumbled to the ground. So I charged,
yelling the crime. Hurriedly this someone tossed the jacket aside, grabbed up
the cigars and fled through the woods like a wolf. The jacket has fallen onto a
different spot; out of place.
I stopped splashing before I reached the shoreline. It all seemed so
incredible and unnatural. How could a stranger disrupt the serenity of this
bank by picking up the inscrutable jacket. I placed it back on its original spot
because it looked more natural lying there; as if it really did belong with the
bank. It was easy enough to see that I didn’t belong here anymore, so I
entered the woods, and cast only a good-bye glance at the jacket.

Mike Cronin
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The Forecast Is Rain
CHARACTERS
Old Man
Old Lady

The stage is bare save two armchairs back to back in the center. The only
light will be a dim spotlight encompassing both chairs. As the light comes up
both characters are sitting in the chairs. We hear the sound of a ticking clock
throughout the play. The ticking will grow louder during silences and softer
during conversation. The old man is reading the newspaper and perhaps
smoking a pipe. The old woman is knitting. The audience should feel that this
is a long standing routine. There is about three minutes of silence with the
clock ticking steadily in the background.

Old Man:

Why did you have to serve beans again tonight...you know they
give me gas.

(The woman continues to knit)
Pause
Old Man:

The garden is doing splendidly, the corn hasn’t been better for
thirty years.

Silence

Old Man:

The garden always produces. (Silence) Did you see here where
the maii across the street died? Ah, He was never good for
much, lazy bum. That one will rot in hell.
Silence

Old Man:

The price of meat has gone up again. Why I remember in my
day......
(His voice slowly fades as we hear the tick-tock become more
intense; The Old Lady gets up, leaves and comes back with two
glasses of lemonaide. Without a word she gives one to the Old
Man and returns to her chair with her own...she continues to
knit. We get the feeling this exact same thing has happened
every day of her married life.)

Old Man:

The lemonade is a bit sweet. Funny thing in the thirty five
years we’ve been married you still haven’t learned to make it
right. Lord I remember when I married you and found you
couldn’t cook....I almost took off running. But it turned out
you’ve been a moderately good wife.

(The Old Woman stops knitting)
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Old Man:

I dare say I probably could have done better. Hmn, I wonder
what the weatherman says about tomorrow. It says here it’s
going to rain. Those darned weathermen are never
right....Yesirree I think I’ll prune the bushes tomorrow, hah! It
rain...

(The man continues on about the weather but is drowned out by a clock) The
old woman walks off stage, comes back with something under a cloth. She
stands facing the back of the Old Man’s head, slowly and deliberately throws
the cloth down; she is holding a gun. She aims and shoots......The light goes
to a complete black-out, the clock keeps ticking....the lights come up on a
man slumped over on the chair. There is a single shot from
offstage....... Silence save for the ticking of the clock...... the lights go to total
blackout.

CURTAIN

Kris Thiel
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Autobiography
I am here
Learning why
With Shakespeare, Sarte and Semmens
Here I am
In Room 214, in one building
Of a cluster.
The one they wished
To be St. Charles.
The cluster, christened Carroll College.
And I am here
Adding my scuffs
To the halls and
My nicks to the desks,
My thoughts to the walls
In room 214,
After leaving Missoula
The valley of three rivers
Or two, maybe just some streams
Or warm swim holes
With ropes from trees
And cold hard rocks.
I left 725 Bums
the house at 725 Bums
And a partially bald man
With a happily busy wife
Who would force feed me
Green peas, green beans,
Green peppers, green leaf salads
But would yell when I ate
Green apples, green cherries,
Green grass and the peas
Would go under plate
While the beans fell into the milk
While my little brother screamed
And dad screamed
And my big brother screamed
And mom got up to do the dishes
And I looked for a place
To put the green peppers
And now I am here
Learning why
In room 214.
I jumped from the garage
To see if I could fly
I jumped into a pool
To see if I would sink
1 jumped onto cracks
In neighborhood sidewalks
To see if it would break
My mothers back, but
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She would break mine
For throwing out good eggs
Not throwing out bad garbage
Or saying Yes or No when
I should have said
No or yes or something
Other than what I did say.
And they put me
In a grocery bag
When I was two
They put me in school
When I was six and
They put me in bed
When it was eight or nine or ten
Depending on what excuses
I learned at school that day
Along with geology, geography,
Readingography and spellingology and
Mathematology and other ologies and
Ographies and osophies according
To what the teacher liked and
According to what my parents liked
And according to what
Was best for me,
I don’t know
I didn’t know then
And now I am here
Learning why in room 214.
I went fishing in puddles,
Mudholes and toilets
Not knowing what I would catch
And I went wading in lakes, rivers
And ponds up to my nose
Not knowing what I would catch.
And I caught
s
A slap from mom or dad
Not knowing what I did.
I didn’t understand or
Maybe they didn’t understand
Or maybe they are only supposed
To catch whatever it is
That you catch in puddles, mud,
Toilets, lakes, rivers, or ponds,
Even though I never caught it, just
The slap.
And cold cereal was bad for me, because
Hot cereal was better for me
And candy was good and bad for me
Depending on the time of day
But I still ate it
And now I am here
Learning why
In room 214.

Allen Kohler
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Star
Hearts beat faster as the keyboard player and singer came onto the stage
with barely restrained exuberance. He moved gracefully to his piano, seating
himself, nodding an acknowledgement of the crowd’s presence and
overwhelming ovation.
They’d heard him before, bought his million-selling records, seen his face
smiling from magazine covers; but each encounter held the turbulent
excitement that surrounded few performers. His skilled hands floated along
the keyboard, the rest of the band taking their cue. As he began to sing he
wove a spell. It had taken him years to learn, years of pain and sorrow. But
he had learned.
He could remember back to that time when no one knew his name, or even
cared to. He had been ambitious but a little naive about the ways of the music
world. Some had told him he had promise but he wouldnt settle for just that.
He wanted to be famous. Many nights were spent practicing and giving
“concerts” to a crowd consisting of the only one who would listen at the time.
He persisted through those nights and the many heartbreaking days of
rejection. He had entered his music in competition; it had been put down and
stomped on by men “established" in the music field. Disappointed he had sat
at his piano, banging out notes with his fingers until all his ideas simply had
to have been used up.
Yet, even through all that disappointment there had been someone who
had stood beside him all the way. He had met her when he was still in school,
and she had taken an immediate interest in him and his music. He had never
solicited her concern; that’s what made it special. Even now he saw her in his
audience, front row center; it gave him a good feeling to know someone had
been on his side from the beginning.
Cheering from the frantic crowd told him that his song had ended. A
microphone held easily in his experienced right hand, he left the piano;
people began to chant his name. The band took him into the next song, a
song he vividly remembered writing. It came from long ago, a time plagued
by disappointment. His eyes selected random fans in the audience — musician
and spectator, each scanning the other, each loving the other in different
ways. He smiled to himself as he heard his voice echoing beautifully through
the coliseum, blending with the music from the band, joining harmony and
melody.
As his dark eyes watched the standing-room-only crowd before him, he
noted the crowd’s continued excitement. Thousands of eyes looked only at
him, loving what they saw. He realized then that he wasn’t just another
performer, a handsome man in a sequinned jumpsuit. All the others had been
wrong, but she had known it all along just as he had. She smiled mistily at a
great talent; he was a dynamic personality on and off stage, a man who had
lived through the knocks and reached the top. He was a star!

Mary Bowen
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Alabaster Creation
I am silent as the statue is silent,
Still and cold as the marble flesh.
Seeing through eyes of stone
Unfeeling, uncaring, unwilling.
As the famous sculptor so is the famous creator
Molding, failing, trying again.
Making each curve as perfect as the changing world.
No
No
No
No

longing can be felt in the stone cold heart.
tears can fall from tearless eyes.
gesture of despair from motionless hands.
love can shine from an alabaster creation.

Long flowing hair cannot catch the wind
No blood comes from an eroding wound.
Feet untired from a century of standing.
No winter coldness can evade a frozen marble being.
No pain can cause wrinkles of age.
In a halfhearted plea I express envy for a marble statue
That cannot know the pain of living
Nor the sorrow of death.

Bonnie Bullock
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Duel At Dawn
When he came to crest the ridge,
To shine and sparkle on the bridge;
A fleeting trance, a smoky scowl
Was lifted by his dawning brow.

His creasing ray shot across the sky
And landed in a night owl’s eye,
She snapped her head and reeled aside
And fluttered disconcerted off to hide.
While still in flight between the gables,
“Tu-who,” she cried to her daytime stables,
“Does this day, this glancing light,
Think he is to cause me flight.”
The sun, he cared, but not a whit
What desparate night time eye was lit,
Why should it matter that a flashing dare
Would cause a jealous swiveled head to stare.

So on he shone and up he climbed
(Each day his circular self he mimed)
To once again the earth reveal
And crimp it with his burnished seal.
But in a barn that’s black and moody
Sits the she-owl mad and broody,
Her shield, the night, lies all undone
Until the moon, in turn, removes the sun.
Mike Cronin
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A Year of Advice and
Moistened Memories
“So many things are susceptible of being loved that surely no
discouragement can be final. To know how to suffer, to know how to love,
and, when everything collapses, to take everything up once more, simply, the
richer from suffering, almost happy from the awareness of our misery.”
—Albert Camus, “Losing a Loved One”
I’d seen that face all my life; It was not old, but aged. Bold creases crossed
his forehead, linking temple to temple. There, the skin was tight and
constricted like leather. Delicate veins, easily seen, branched through to the
surface. His face was always red, usually shaven, yet bristly with hair and
rough to the touch. His head had an even shape, square and symmetric, like a
piece of marble slashed down its center then spread apart. The left side of his
face seemed to reflect his right side, or maybe the right reflected the left. It is
such symmetry which I’ve always thought beautiful, even despite the
tightness, the veins, and the wrinkles.
I suppose that this face must have been young once, it must have been free
at one time, but I can’t imagine it that way. There must have been a time
when passion flowed through him, concealed by a fairer skin, yet such a
image of him doesn’t seem possible. For as long as I can remember, his face
has been old, weathered. I knew he had suffered. I cannot imagine him with
hair as brown or as wavy as my own, I cannot see him small, or smooth, I
cannot see him untouched. The marks from time, from pressure, from fright
and from pain have always been there.
That face was clear enough: the visage of suffering, the grimace of physical
pain, the twitch of anxiety and uncertainty, and the sturdy yet trembling
refusal to run from fear. There were words, along with the face, but the sight
of him always said much more to me.

*♦*

I knew him well, well enough to realize that it was he whom I saw then. He
was in my path. I walked right up to him and stopped. As if I were in a movie,
as soon as I stopped, my senses came alive. Someone had turned on the color
and turned up the volume. There was now a world around me. Where outside
of my mind there had been only my cautious footsteps, I now saw the flakes
of white snow blown onto his chin. Where I had heard only the crushing of
snow beneath my feet, I now heard the enveloping drone of the West wind.
Then the shock of being switched-on left, and I was abandoned with the arm
of the wind grasping my face.
I was still very warm in my down jacket, thick pants, woolen socks and
leather boots, gloves and cap, but he was cold. He (fid not shiver, but I could
tell he was cold by looking into his eyes.
I had always felt that I had left something unsaid between us, and now I
had the chance to speak, “You’re cold.”
‘ ‘Yeah, I am, but I’ve spent thirty years being cold. It’s gotten to where it
doesn’t bother me.”
“But you might get sick.”
“I’ve had enough of that, too. But once you get sick, you’re never really
cured. Everything takes its toll, and it doesn’t matter anyway. There are
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more important things. At least you’re warm enough.”
He had always made sure I was warm enough. Or well-rested, or well-fed,
or well-prepared......“Does it hurt?”
“Yes.”
He had never admitted it before. I wanted to know what it felt like, did his
chest bum, did his heart pound like mine did after running a great distance,
did his head feel on fire like a drunken stupor, or did his stomach just feel
inverted and quivering, as if on the verge of throwing up and throwing it all
away....but I couldn’t ask him that. He wouldn’t answer. He couldn’t answer.
It just hurt, and I didn’t, and that was the gulf between us. He was looking to
unload the burden that made his eyes water, but would not lay the sack on my
shoulders: He wanted me warm. I wanted so much to carry his load, to feel
the cold, but I couldn’t. I was warm. There was no room in me for the cold.
He had planned it that way, planted the miles between us although we stood
but a foot apart, face to face. Would he always keep the distance? “How far
apart are we?”
“Things are going well?”
“You know they are. You either made sure they did, or knew they would,
and then told me so. There’s some connection in it all, I’m sure of it.”
“You’re sure of something? You’re pretty young to be sure.”
“It’s not much. I just think I can see your part in it all, anyway. I can’t say
you’ve had results, or even say you made sense, but you get an A in effort.”
“It’s the first time you’ve graded me. Sometimes you seem older than me,
but when I think of how much is ahead of you..”
“I’m not grading you yet. I’m just trying to understand,” and I was just
trying to understand. Every once in a while I made sense to myself, and he
didn’t. Sometimes he was clearly right and I was lost. Most of the time,
however, we were both standing in open fields, being hit by the West wind,
he was cold, and I was warm.
I’m putting words in his mouth, I know, but he must have something to
say. Endurance is half of reality, at least.

*»*

Whenever I think of pain, I see the isolated body of the Sufferer. He
frightens me, because he is opposite me, facing me, looking at me, and
suffering for me. The distance is what frightens me. We are apart, there is no
common ground. The same night which can buffet him with a blistering wall
of snow and ice can wake me because he has shielded me from harm. His
aging body which has abandoned him to sickness deteriorates, while mine has
youth still filling it with experience. His is a life of pain and a downhill slide,
while mine is a self-levitating climb of ease, immune to all harm and void of
all worry except for the fright of this man. An occasional look down shows me
this man, my sacrifice, and I want to fall down to him, to be the sacrifice, but
I am carried farther up and out of view. He is still at the bottom, growing old.
old.
I cannot see anything of me in him. When I was younger, he was proud of
everything I did. Yet I always wanted to be something different than him, or
maybe something more than him. He took interest in me, though my interests
weren’t his. He was constantly pleased with my building-block houses, yet I
never once saw him construct anything for the singular fascination of
creating. The products of his hands were necessities, built for others, while I
assembled in my own ostentatious manner luxuries for my own amusement.
The unknown, the enjoyable was just a memory for him, a reality for me. As
he survived, I enjoyed, because my survival was cut out for me. It was
given....
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That’s the way it has always been. He was the Sufferer, and I am
Immunity. His life was a fight, mine was an experiment. What I do is
inconsequential, able to be righted. I take few chances yet I seem to acquire
more than he did. What he did was always essential, and always a pressure
situation. The results were crude and functional, but sufficient. His life was a
chance, and it seemed to me that he always lost. But he would tell me that it
didn’t matter, that there were more important things. Then he would ask me
a question, and prohibit me from trying to take part in a life that always
seemed to reject me.
***
One man with a world’s share of suffering; one man unable to suffer, and
more than that, unable to cope with the prospects of a ready-for-delivery
happiness lying at his feet. His thoughts are behind his back as he stoops to
pick it all up. He wants so much just to leave it all there, but that would only
add to the gap between them. He knows few things, but one of them is that
ignorance and ingratitude are evils far beyond an inequality of position and
the tongue-tying haunting of separation. One life full of suffering, one life
lacking it. Yet two people standing on the same earth. He was looking at me,
and I was looking at him. It was in my refusal to be ignorant that I felt the
earth beneath our feet. In his eyes, in our gaze there was a revelation that
placed us gently on an equal elevation. In his eyes was a look that knew me, a
look that was my own. His face I have always been able to describe. Only the
eyes escaped me, for I never knew what they held. Though I had always
acknowledged him, I rarely had experienced an explicit acknowledgement
of myself. Now I was gazing intently at a face that was his, moments later the
same face that was mine. Physically, one could not say that I had his eyes,
no, my eyes always have resembled my mother’s. But the stare was the same
in both of us. The depth, the penetration, the slight hint of tears built up in a
crystalline transparency, all that was mine was his. That I knew, but I
recongnized finally that his legacy was likewise mine. The pain that I felt well
up in my eyes was merely a shadow to the ocular wailing which poured in
loud, shrill cascades from his. Yet the spring had broken the surface. In his
eyes, in our eyes I felt sensation that was now much more real than a simple
soundtrack. I could feel the wind much colder on my cheek, and my clothes
were not quite enough to preserve me inert. I felt afraid, yet my heart seemed
to pound more softly now in my chest.
True affinity is in the eyes. I could see him suffer, but for me that is
suffering in itself. He saw me happy, and the sight of it brought him
happiness. He needed not to be used to pain, he only needed the sight of
another to feel immune as I had felt immune.
***
I am a sufferer, but I have considered myself immune. My immunity flows
from what others have given me. I suffer because I have not been given
everything. No one has. He was right when he said, “Once you’re sick, you
can’t be cured.’’ Even if I said it for him. The readers require Truth, but not
from every author. What this author requires is another set of eyes to look
into. Those I looked into this time are gone. Maybe that is why I was so
suprised to see him in my path, and even more astonished to be able to speak
with him. He has been dead for a year now, but it has only been in the past
year that I’ve really started to hear him. It’s a constant manner in which we
deal with people. We take everthing they say over a lifetime, put it in writing,
and never get around to reading the scribbles until they are gone and we can
Continued on page 23
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consolidate it, edit it, comment on it, bind it in leather with gold letters on it
that say “Dad." Then? We put it on a shelf and look at someone else until we
die. and become cursive strokes on someone else’s mantle. My shelf will
carry his book now, because he has carried me for so long and I really have
no choice now but to let him rest. He is finally immune, and I am for the time
a sufferer. I will give him a pedestal until I am on one of my own.
Joseph Sherman
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Surrender
All my dreams stand shattered
in the swelling of her laughter
like a field of broken cannons
at the closing of a war.

Bill Mattix
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